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dEar EdUCaTOr

Welcome to the study guide for the production of The Rime of 
the Ancient Mariner that you will be attending as part of BaM 
Education’s  global Connections series. at this performance, the 
world-famous Irish actress and director fiona shaw will bring to life 
the strange, haunting epic of this first of the great English romantic 
poems. as she has done so brilliantly in the past with her landmark 
performance of T.s. Eliot’s The Waste Land and, most recently, with 
the story of the Virgin Mother in last year’s The Testament of Mary, 
Ms. shaw manages the miraculous in staging the unstageable. 
More importantly, she rips poetry from its passive, often dust-bound 
existence on the page and restores it to its rightful and ancient place 
as an oral storytelling tradition. In the hands of Ms. shaw and her 
collaborators, Rime becomes a kinetic, visceral spectacle that mir-
rors the existential grief, anguish, and terror of the subject matter. 

YOUr VIsIT TO BaM

The BaM program includes this study guide, a pre-performance 
workshop in your classroom led by a BaM teaching artist, the per-
formance itself, and a post-performance discussion at BaM.

HOW TO UsE THIs gUIdE

arts experiences always work best when themes, ideas, and elements 
from the performance are tied in to your curricular plans. at the end 
of this guide, you will find suggested classroom activities and ideas 
that you may implement before or after seeing the production. The 
overall goals of this guide are to connect to the Common Core state 
standards with relevant information and activities; to reinforce and en-
courage critical thinking and analytical skills; and to provide you with 
the tools and background information necessary to have an engaging 
and inspiring experience at BaM. 

photo: The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, by richard Hubert smith
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THE COMpanY

Fiona Shaw has, in her 30-year career, become one of the world’s 
most honored and admired actresses and directors of stage, 
screen, and television. among her notable stage triumphs are her 
one-woman performance of T.s. Eliot’s The Waste Land (drama 
desk award), title roles in acclaimed productions of Medea and 
Electra (Olivier award), Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler, and shakespeare’s 
Richard II, and a production of samuel Beckett’s Happy Days 
that was presented by BaM in 2007. she was last seen in the 
new York in her one-woman interpretation of Colm Tóibín’s The 
Testament  of Mary. On american television, she was most recently 
featured in the fourth season of True Blood. shaw may be best 
known to younger audiences for her recurring role as petunia 
dursley  in the Harry Potter films. In 2001, she was awarded the 
Order of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth II.

Daniel Hay-Gordon trained at Legat in sussex, England, and 
graduated from the rambert school of Ballet and Contemporary 
dance. He has worked with many of the world’s top modern dance 
choreographers, and appeared in both the athens and London 
productions of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.

Phyllida Lloyd (Director) is one of England’s most prominent di-
rectors of stage and film. she has directed shakespeare and other 
classic works for the royal Court Theater, the Old Vic, the royal 
shakespeare Company, and donmar Warehouse, among many 
others. she directed the original British production of the aBBa 
musical Mamma Mia, as well as the film starring Meryl streep. 
among her recent successes on film was the Margaret Thatcher 
biopic The Iron Lady, also with streep. Lloyd will be represented 
again in Brooklyn this season as her groundbreaking all-female 
production of Julius Caesar is presented at st. ann’s Warehouse.

THE prOdUCTIOn

This adaptation of the Coleridge poem was first staged at the 2012 
Epidaurus festival in athens, greece on the stage of the Little The-
atre of ancient Epidaurus. Before bringing the production to BaM 
this fall, the company also staged a run of 18 performances at the 
Old Vic’s Tunnels Theatre in London, a unique performance space 
located beneath the tunnels of the London Underground.

a WOrd frOM THE dIrECTOr

“The Rime of the Ancient Mariner is the theatre of our childhood—
of rhymes, of sticks and a rope—a world where small things carry 
vast meaning. Two performers make this story hang in the air, for 
just a moment, to live on only in the memory of the audience.”

BEHInd THE sCEnEs

Illustration: gustave doré 

“By thy long grey beard and 
glittering eye, now wherefore 
stopp’st thou me?”
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sYnOpsIs

a guest arrives at a wedding feast. as he is about to enter the party, 
he is accosted by a strange old man who insists that the guest must 
listen to the story he has to tell. although the guest is reluctant, he 
is mesmerized by the old man, and tells him to proceed with his 
story. The old man (the Mariner) tells of the time when he was on 
a ship headed south; all was well, until a sudden storm came in 
and blew the ship towards the south pole. The ship was stuck in 
the ice for days until an albatross, a giant sea-bird, appeared. The 
appearance of the bird was treated as a good omen by the sailors, 
and indeed the ship was soon able to break free of the ice and 
return north. In the central act of the poem, the Mariner, for unclear 
reasons, killed the albatross with his crossbow. at first his fellow 
sailors were furious at what the Mariner had done. But when the 
fog cleared and the ship could proceed more quickly, the sailors 
changed their mind and praised the Mariner. 

The death of the albatross, however, angered certain spirits following 
the boat; they caused the winds to stop, and the boat was becalmed 
for days. as food and water run low on the desperate ship, the 
sailors changed their minds again and blamed the Mariner for their 
suffering. To symbolize his role as the scapegoat, the Mariner was 
forced to wear the dead albatross around his neck. finally, a ship 
appeared in the distance, but as it approached, the sailors’ hope of 
rescue turned to horror. It was a ghost ship, on which the figure of 
death and that of Life-in-death (represented here as a pale woman) 
were playing dice for the lives of the crew. death won the lives of 
everyone on board except that of the Mariner. 

One by one, the sailors died in agony; the Mariner suffered the tor-
ment of having to stare into the eyes of his unburied shipmates for 
seven days. nearing madness, the Mariner chanced to see a group 
of sea-creatures swim by. although he refers to them in his narration 
as “slimy things,” at the time he suddenly understood that in spite of 
their ugliness, they were god’s creatures as well, and he gave them 
his blessing. 

With that, the albatross fell off his neck and the curse was lifted. 
Benevolent spirits inhabited the bodies of the dead sailors, and they 
steered the ship home. Before the ship could safely arrive, however, 
it was destroyed by a whirlpool and the Mariner nearly drowned. a 
hermit, who had been on the pilot’s boat as it was guiding the ship 
to port, rescued the Mariner from the wreckage and brought him to 
safety. The Mariner asked the holy hermit to bless him with forgive-
ness, which the hermit proceeded to do. However, as penance 
for his sin of killing the albatross, the Mariner was condemned to 
wander the Earth to tell his story and to teach the lesson he learned: 
to love all of god’s creations equally. 

His tale ended, the Mariner leaves as suddenly as he appeared. The 
guest returns home and rises the next morning a sadder but wiser 
man. “I looked upon the rotting sea, 

and drew my eyes away.”

Illustration: gustave doré 



aBOUT THE pOET

samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772—1834) is considered to be, along 
with his onetime friend William Wordsworth, one of the founders 
of the romantic movement in English poetry. as with later English 
romantics like Keats, Byron and shelley, we know a great deal 
about Coleridge’s life from the wealth of autobiographical materials 
and letters he left behind. as was also the case with many of the 
poets who followed his path, his greatest work was behind him by 
the time he turned thirty.

Coleridge was born in the small town of Ottery, where his father was 
a well-respected vicar and schoolmaster. Only six when his father 
died, Coleridge was sent to Christ’s Hospital, a charity school. There 
he ardently pursued a love of reading that he claimed began when 
he was three. It was said of the young Coleridge that not only was 
he a voracious reader, but he often acted out what he read; by the 
age of 10, he was known as “Coleridge the Talker.” Eventually, he 
began experimenting with writing his own poetry. He was successful 
enough as a student to enter Cambridge, where he became deeply 
impressed by the radical ideas of the poet robert southey. 

at one point, southey and Coleridge were part of a group that 
planned to build a utopian community in pennsylvania, to be called 
pantisocracy (various troubles and disputes scuttled the idea). Un-
fortunately, it was also at Cambridge that Coleridge first tried opium, 
which later became an addiction that would devastate his life and 
his work as a poet. 

after university, Coleridge attempted a career in the military, which 
lasted exactly two months. He also founded The Watchman, a 
literary journal that failed after three issues. It was then that he met 
William Wordsworth, who inspired him to take his writing more seri-

ously. Over the next two years (1797—1798), he wrote many of the 
poems for which he is best known, including “Kubla Khan” (written, 
according to its author, under the influence of opium), “Christabel” 
and several so-called “conversational” poems, including “The night-
ingale.” Coleridge and Wordsworth collected the best of their poetry 
into a single slim volume, published in 1798 as Lyrical Ballads. 
Their work became the cornerstone of English romantic poetry, and 
was a powerful influence on most of the poets who followed. 

although he continued to write and publish as the 19th century 
began, the opium addiction started to consume his life. He travelled 
widely in an effort to break the addiction, but it was of no help. 
Eventually he separated from his wife and, in 1810, had a final split 
with Wordsworth. at that point, he tried his hand at editing again, 
creating The Friend, a short-lived but influential journal. finally he 
moved to London and was able to manage his addiction with the 
help of a friend, dr. James gillman.

although Coleridge essentially abandoned poetry at this point, he 
did not stop writing. He turned to political and literary criticism, 
publishing his Biographia Literaria in 1817. He also became one of 
the greatest of all writers on shakespeare; he is often credited with 
saving the critical reputation of Hamlet, which had been generally 
mocked or ignored by previous critics. Coleridge’s London home 
became a salon of sorts, and his guests included most of England’s 
great cultural and political figures of the time.

In “The rime of the ancient Mariner, Coleridge creates the charac-
ter of “Life-in-death,” who wins the Mariner’s life at dice. perhaps 
Coleridge was thinking of how much he had squandered through his 
addiction, his own “life-in-death,” when he wrote his own epitaph: 
“O, lift one thought in prayer for s.T.C./That he who many a year 
with toll of breath/found death in life, may here find life in death!” 
Coleridge died in 1834.
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‘’samuel Taylor Coleridge” 
by Washington allston 



THE pOEM In COnTEXT

“The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” 
and the Birth of the English Romantic Movement

In 1774, the young german novelist Johann Wolfgang von goethe 
published his first great novel, The Sorrows of Young Werther. It tells 
the tale of a star-crossed love triangle and the title character who, to 
ensure the happiness of his friends, kills himself. The book was a sen-
sation all over Europe; there were even worried reports from authori-
ties that several young people were so moved by the novel that they 
killed themselves in what were apparently the first cases of copycat 
suicide. This was the time of the Enlightenment, of rousseau and Vol-
taire, with the american revolution just around the corner and revolt 
in france a decade and a half away. It was also the time of diderot’s 
Encyclopedie, the first attempt to gather all of the world’s knowledge 
in one place. But the success of Werther was among the first indica-
tions that the rational, logical, and scientific Enlightenment was about 
to give way to something very different: a movement in the arts that 
put emotion rather than thought at its center. This was romanticism. 

Inspired by goethe and his colleagues, Wordsworth and Coleridge 
took the bold step of creating poems in the new romantic style 
as they assembled Lyrical Ballads. although most critics feel that 
Wordsworth’s poems in the book are stronger overall, it is Coleridge’s 
poem that opens the collection. It is not too much of a stretch, then, 
to say that “The rime of the ancient Mariner” is the very first English 
romantic poem.

Wordsworth sets forth the romantic ideal clearly in these verses from 
his poem “The Tables Turned:”

and hark, how blithe the throstle sings, 
He, too, is no mean preacher, 
Come forth into the light of things,  
Let nature be your teacher…
Enough of science and of art; 
Close up those barren leaves 
Come forth, and bring with you a heart 
That watches and receives.

Wordsworth turns the tables on what he sees as the dry, clinical ra-
tionalism of the Enlightenment and offers a different path. We know 
how close Wordsworth and Coleridge were when this poem was 
written, and although “rime of the ancient Mariner” is certainly not 
a typical poem of any particular style, it is interesting to watch this 
performance in light of its place in the romantic movement.

Like every artistic movement, English romanticism featured 
endless themes and variations. However, the essential ideas 
of the movement can be reduced to a few basic elements:

· The power of imagination, intuition and emotion over 
logic and reason

· The idea that we must coexist peacefully with nature, and 
that we can learn more valuable lessons from nature than 
from formal schooling

· The idea of “emotion recollected in tranquility” (Wordsworth’s 
phrase); in other words, the notion that the way to create mean-
ingful art is to filter pure experience through contemplation

· The move away from urbanity, which had been the center of both 
Enlightenment thought and the growing industrial revolution, in 
favor of a focus on the pastoral and rural

· an obsession with the supernatural, the spiritual, and even the 
occult, and of transcending the barriers of our lives and minds

· an obsession with death, both literal and creative, and ideas of 
immortality (perhaps best expressed in the movement’s best-
known novel, Mary shelley’s Frankenstein)
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“samuel Taylor Coleridge” 
by george dawe
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Theme For Discussion (with CCSS Standards) Supporting Evidence
an Ecological 
parable?

The message that we need to treat nature with humility and respect has taken on 
new meaning in this era of climate change. Might today’s albatross be an oil-slick-
covered gull? How does “rime” portray the relationship between Man and nature, 
especially as viewed through the lens of the ideals of romanticism? (rL.9-10.1, 
rL.9-10.2)

Judeo-Christian 
spirituality and 
references to 
the Bible

While Coleridge explicitly compares the albatross to a Christian soul, the case of the 
Mariner is more complex. Is he adam, committing an original sin by killing the bird? 
Is he Jesus, who shoulders the burden of sin for all? Is he Cain, forced to wander in 
anguish for his crime? (rL.9-10.9)

Motive and 
Means

The central act of the poem is described in a surprisingly detached and matter-
of-fact way at the very end of part I. do a close reading of the verses immediately 
before and immediately after. from the text, what do you think the Mariner’s motive 
for the killing might have been? In the larger context of the poem, why do you think 
Coleridge chose to de-emphasize this crucial moment? (rL.9-10.5)

“Life-in-death” as seen before, Coleridge may have viewed his own addiction as a “life-in-death.” 
Our popular culture is replete with characters like zombies and vampires who 
straddle the line between life and death. How does Coleridge’s personification of 
“Life-in-death” as a beautiful woman compare with these ideas? (rL.9-10.1, rL.9-
10.2, rL.9-10.6)

Isolation The price the Mariner pays for his act is supreme isolation, famously described by 
Coleridge as being “alone on a wide, wide sea.” How is Coleridge able to convey the 
horror of isolation through the use of poetic language? (rL.9-10.1, rL.9.10.2)

The “Butterfly 
Effect”

We like to believe that the universe is in balance, and those who commit crimes 
or misdemeanors will be punished appropriately. In “rime,” however, the universe 
appears to be unbalanced. do you think the punishment the Mariner and his ship-
mates endure is fitting for the Mariner’s crime of killing the albatross? Why or why 
not? (rL.9-10.1, rL.9-10.2)

The scapegoat History is filled with examples of individuals or groups of people who have been 
blamed for the problems of an entire community or society. These people are, in 
Coleridge’s words, forced to “wear the albatross” around their necks. What are some 
examples of this kind of scapegoating from history? How do these real-life events 
mirror or differ from the way Coleridge treats this idea in “rime”? (rL.9-10.1, rL.9-
10.6)

The framing 
device

It was fiona shaw’s inspiration to turn “rime” into a performance piece. However, 
in a way, the poem always was a performance piece, with the Mariner telling his 
story to the Wedding guest. Coleridge could simply have told us the Mariner’s tale 
himself; why do you think he chose to have us watch the Mariner tell his tale to a 
stranger? (rL.9-10.5)

“Eftsoons:”  
archaic  
Language

although the language Coleridge uses in “rime” seems old-fashioned to us, you 
might be surprised to learn that it would have also seemed old-fashioned to the 
people of 1798. What are some examples of this kind of language? Why do you 
think Coleridge might have chosen to write in this style? (rL.9-10.5)

Breaking away 
from a fixed 
Verse structure

Before Coleridge’s time, most poets would choose a verse structure (like a 
shakespearean sonnet, for example) and stick with it for a whole poem. In “rime” 
Coleridge keeps changing the length of his verses, his rhyme patterns, and his meter 
(the number of “beats” in each line). Why do you think Coleridge chose this more 
free, spontaneous style, and what impact does this have on our enjoyment of the 
poem? (rL.9-10.5)

Repetition If you look at early epic poems, like Gilgamesh or The Iliad and The Odyssey, there 
is a tremendous amount of repetition of phrases. One logical reason for this is that 
long before these stories were written down, they were told or sung by storytellers; 
the repetitions served as mnemonic devices, or memory aids. If Coleridge knew 
that “Rime” would be printed, why would he choose to mimic the repetitions of 
ancient epic poetry? What examples of these kinds of phrases can you find? (rL.9-
10.1, rL.9-10.5)

Figurative 
Language

When the ship becomes becalmed before the arrival of the ghost ship, Coleridge 
refers to the scene as being “like a painted ship on a painted ocean.” This is one 
of the most famous similes in all of English poetry; what other examples of literary 
elements can you find throughout the poem? (rL.9-10.1)

To the Educator: as you work through the poem with your students, discuss the various themes. Have them provide the appropriate textual 
evidence, working preferably in pairs. note that the themes are aligned with the Common Core standards in that they approach meaning, 
inference, structure/technique, and authorial intent.

THEMaTIC ELEMEnTs
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# Description ELA Common Core Alignment

I

To illustrate the transition from the Enlightenment to the Romantic period, show your stu-
dents enlargements of David’s The Death of Socrates (1787) and Turner’s Whaler’s (The 
Whale Ship) from 1841 (see next page). Have them create a simple T-chart and, either 
alone or with a partner, have them describe the characteristics of the two works. Then, do 
the same activity using the first five minutes of Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik and the 
first five minutes of Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries. 

RL.9-10.7, W.9-10.1, SL.9-10.1

II

Have the students read a well-known poem from the Romantic era, such as Keats’ 
“Endymion,” Shelley’s “Ozymandias,” Wordsworth’s “Daffodils,” or Byron’s “She Walks 
in Beauty.” Have them annotate the poem in whatever way they are familiar with. Then, 
access a reading of the poem on the internet. Have them write a short piece about the dif-
ferences between reading and hearing the poem and share out with the class.

RL.9-10.1, W.9-10.9, SL.9-10.1 

III

“Rime” is a poem about how a character changes, as the Mariner learns his lesson in the 
hardest possible way. The other character who changes, though, is the Wedding Guest. 
Have the students read and then reread all of the passages that mention the Wedding 
Guest, and map out an arc of how his character grows and changes as the story progress-
es. As an optional assignment, you might want to have students write a journal entry in the 
voice of the Wedding Guest, describing what was going through his mind as the Mariner 
told his tale.

RL.9-10.3, W.9-10.9

IV
While “Rime” often feels like an epic poem, especially given the geographic distance it 
covers, it is actually closer in form and content to the medieval ballads of England. Have 
students research the history of the ballad form, and have them write an essay explaining 
how “Rime” fits into that tradition rather than the epic.

RL.9-10.9, W.9-10.1, W.9-10.4, W.9-
10.7, W.9-10.9, 

V
Most people know Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein from the numerous film adaptations of the 
book. However, few remember that like “Rime,” Frankenstein has a framing structure. It 
begins with a series of four letters from a Captain Walton to his sister, written as Walton 
searches for adventure on a ship headed towards the North Pole. At the end of the second 
letter, Walton explicitly references Coleridge’s poem, and reassures his sister that he will 
not wind up like the Mariner. Find the text of Frankenstein on the Project Gutenberg 
website, and have students read the introductory letters. Have students write about and 
then discuss the connections between the poem and the novel, and speculate why Shelley 
chose to quote Coleridge in her work. 

RL.9-10.6, W.9-10.9, SL.9-10.1

VI

After having reviewed the basic elements and themes of English Romantic poetry, have the 
students write a poem in the Romantic style. Their use of language is not as important as 
their familiarity with the Romantic ideal. The poems may be as long or short as they are 
comfortable with, and, like the Romantics themselves, the students may write in a fixed 
form with a rhyme scheme or in free verse. As a conclusion for the activity, the teacher can 
collect the poems and “publish” them as Lyrical Ballads II.

W.9-10.3, W.9-10.9

VI.5

Once the students have written their poems, have them exchange with another student. 
Each student will now be responsible for “visualizing” the poem they have in their hands, 
as Fiona Shaw has done with “Rime.” Begin by having them create a promptbook for their 
poem, including their ideas on how to add inflection and which words to emphasize. Then, 
after they have practiced their reading, have them go onto the Record-a-Poem project at 
www.soundcloud.com and have them record their poems for the archive. Then have the 
students go back to their promptbooks and have them add ideas for gesture, movement, 
and props. Using these ideas, they will present their poems to the class, either live or on 
video. (Note: if you do not have students write their own poems, they may do readings and 
stagings of published poems).

RL.9-10.2, W.9-10.9, SL.9-10.1, 
SL.9-10.4, SL.9-10.5

VIII
Other artists besides Fiona Shaw have interpreted “Rime” in various ways. Have the class 
watch the following three clips from YouTube: Larry Jordan’s 1977 film adaptation, using 
the brilliant illustrations by Doré and narrated by Orson Welles; the 1984 song by the 
metal  band Iron Maiden that is named after the poem; and the 1960’s recording of Rich-
ard Burton reading the poem. Have the students describe their reaction to these very differ-
ent works, and discuss how and why they either add to or detract from Coleridge’s poem.

RL.9-10.7, SL.9-10.1

THEMaTIC ELEMEnTs

To the Educator: These activities may be used at any point before or after you see the BaM production. You may add or subtract some 
of the technology-centered activities based on the availability of such resources in your school. I have used the 9th and 10th grade ELa 
Common Core state standards as a kind of middle ground, since this production will be appropriate for high school students as well as 
upper-level middle school students

http://www.soundcloud.com


Whalers, Joseph Mallard William Turner (1841)
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The Death of Socrates, Jacques-Louis david (1787)



...with my cross-bow 
I shot the albatross
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“TO HIM MY TaLE I TEaCH”

Selected Vocabulary from “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”
rather than using a ready-made glossary, it might be more effec-
tive to make your students responsible for defining the words below. 
You might have them look up the words, or, for a bit more fun, have 
each student present the word using an image, a vignette they write, 
or even a short film that they create.

abate
abide
aver
cleft
crimson
dank
din
discern
expiate
fathom (n.)
gossamer  
hoary

pOsT-pErfOrManCE QUEsTIOns

1. How did fiona shaw’s presentation of the poem differ from the 
vision of the tale that you had in your mind while reading it? 
  
2. What contributions did the presence of the dancer make to the 
performance? How did this affect your appreciation of the poem? 
  
3. How did the use of such theatrical elements as sound, music, 
lighting, costume, props, and special effects impact the presentation 
of the poem? 
  
4. How did fiona shaw use inflection and gesture to make her 
performance more powerful? 
  
5. now that you know a bit about Coleridge and the English ro-
mantics, how do you think they would have reacted to Ms. shaw’s 
performance? Why?

kirk
minstrelsy
parched
prow
reek
seraph
sere 
sheen
shrive
specter
sprite
vespers
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simon & Eve Colin foundation; rockefeller Brothers fund; and The skirball 
foundation.

Education programs at BaM are supported by: 
Jody and John arnhold; Barker Welfare foundation; Tiger Baron 
foundation; The Bay and paul foundations; Constans Culver foundation; 
The Corinthian foundation; The della rosa family foundation; Judith and 
alan fishman; William and Mary greve foundation; Charles Hayden 
foundation; The rita and alex Hillman foundation; Jaharis family 
foundation; Emily davie and Joseph s. Kornfeld foundation; david and 
susan Marcinek; national grid; Tony randall Theatrical fund; Tracey and 
phillip riese; The Jerome robbins foundation, Inc.; The david rockefeller 
fund; Martha a. and robert s. rubin; May and samuel rudin family 
foundation; In Memory of robert sklar; sills family foundation; sam and 
Ellen sporn; surdna foundation; The alvin and fanny B. Thalheimer 
foundation; Travelers foundation; Michael Tuch foundation; Turrell fund; 
Joseph Leroy and the ann C. Warner fund.

Education programs at BaM are endowed by:
Lila Wallace-reader’s digest Endowment fund for Community, Educational, 
& public affairs programs; Martha a. and robert s. rubin; William randolph 
Hearst Endowment for Education and Humanities programs; The Irene dia-
mond fund; and The robert and Joan Catell fund for Education programs.

Your tax dollars make BaM programs possible through funding from:

       

BaM would like to thank the Brooklyn delegations of the new York state as-
sembly, Joseph r. Lentol, delegation Leader; and new York senate, senator 
Velmanette Montgomery, delegation Leader. The BaM facilities are owned by 
the City of new York and benefit from public funds provided through the new 
York City department of Cultural affairs with support from Mayor Michael r. 
Bloomberg; Cultural affairs Commissioner Kate d. Levin; the new York City 
Council including Council speaker Christine C. Quinn, finance Committee 
Chair domenic M. recchia, Jr., Cultural affairs Committee Chair Jimmy Van 
Bramer, the Brooklyn delegation of the Council, and Councilwoman Letitia 
James; and Brooklyn Borough president Marty Markowitz.

BAM Education & Humanities
The mission of BaM Education & Humanities is to ignite imagination and 
ideas. Through programs that enrich the audience experience, spark conver-
sation, and generate creative engagement, we turn the light on for curious 
minds.

BaM Education connects learning with creativity, engaging imagination by 
encouraging self-expression through in- and after-school arts education pro-
gramming, workshops for students and teachers, school-time performances, 
and comprehensive school-break arts programs.

After-School Programs & In-School Residencies:
Young film Critics 
arts & Justice 
dancing Into the future 
shakespeare Teaches students 
shakespeare Teaches Teachers 
Young shakespeare 
africandanceBeat

Department of Education and Humanities Staff:
stephanie Hughley: Vp Education & Humanities
steven McIntosh: director of Education and family programs
John p. Tighe, dMa: assistant director
Violaine Huisman: Humanities director
shana parker: director of Operations for Education & Humanities
John s. foster, ph.d.: Education Manager
Verushka Wray: program Manager
Eveline Chang: program Manager
Jennifer Leeson: Operations Manager for Education & Humanities
nathan gelgud: Box Office Manager
Cathleen plazas: Internship Coordinator
Molly silberberg: Humanities Coordinator
Tamar McKay: administrative assistant
rebekah gordon: administrative assistant
Victoria Collado: Education Intern
alix rosenfeld: Humanities Intern

About the Writer 
Josh Cabat is currently the Chair of English for the roslyn (nY) public 
schools. for the preceding decade, he taught English and film studies at 
roslyn High school in roslyn new York. previously, he taught in the new 
York City public high schools for over a dozen years. He was the co-founder 
of the new York City student shakespeare festival, and has been awarded 
three fellowships by the national Endowment for the Humanities. He has 
been a featured speaker at many national conferences, and has published 
many articles on shakespeare and film in publications such as the English 
Journal. He has also conducted workshops for teachers on behalf of the 
folger shakespeare Library, and is currently the Teaching artist for the Young 
film Critics program at the Brooklyn academy of Music. He earned an Ma 
from the University of Chicago and a Ba from Columbia University, both in 
English Literature.
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